First Company Governor’s Foot Guard Athletic Association

82nd Dog Show

Sunday February 16, 2013

Judge Charles E. Trotter, handler Richard Krieger, Maj. Christopher Cain and our Best in Show dog Olivia

~~And the winners were…~~

Junior Showmanship:

The best junior handler was earned by Ashleigh Rutzel showing Socialite’ En Garde, a Havanese owned by Care Ann Rutzel & Ann T Barbaccia of Levittown NY.

Best In Group Dogs

Sporting: Whistlestop's Riley on Fire call name Riley, a Irish Water Spaniel shown by Richard Krieger and owned by Gregory M. Siner & Bethany Urban of Issaquah, WA.

Hounds: Greyhaven This Rough Magic SC call name Aidan, a Borzois shown by Fred Vogel and owned by Fred Vogel & Mark Hough & Lois Spiers of Pomfret Center, CT.

Working: Nobleboss Scottish Lad call name Stevie, a Bullmastiff shown by Kent MacFarlane owned by John Lee of Harvard, MA.

Terriers: Larkspur Acadia Save Me A Spot a Lakeland Terrier call name Spot, shown by Robert M. Carusi and owned by Anthony Barker & Susan Fraser & Maria Sacco of West Groton, MA.
Toy: *Foursquare I'll Be A Shostopa Tu* call name McGhee, a Pug shown by Jason W. Bailey and owned by J & D Johnson DVM of Middleboro, MA.

Non Sporting: *L'eEtoile It's All About Me* call name Laila, a Bichon Friese shown by Anibal Faria and owned by Debra J. Wycoff of Colchester, CT.

Herding: *Dunhill Celebration* call name Olivia a Bearded Collie, shown by Clifford W. Steele and owned Carolyn O'Neil & Ray Harrington of Nashville, TN.

**Best In Show**, chosen by judge Charles E. Trotter, was won by the Herding group winner, Bearded Collie *Dunhill Celebration* call name Olivia shown by Clifford W. Steele and owned Carolyn O'Neil & Ray Harrington of Nashville, TN.